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NOTE: Any 2018 rule update will be highlighted in BOLD TEXT 

 

COMPETITION 

1. All drivers are responsible for the actions of their pit crew. 

2. All drivers and/or pit crew are required to wear closed toe shoes at all times while on the track 

or in the pit lane area. 

3. Substitute drivers are not allowed for any reason  

4. Any driver that does not have complete control over his vehicle must immediately pull his car 

off the racing surface. 

5. To be scored, all vehicles must cross the finish line under their own power. 

6. Nitro powered cars must not be started on pit lane until the prior race has finished. 

7. A drivers official time will be the total laps completed by his vehicle and the total time elapsed 

from the starting time until the vehicle crosses the finish line on the final lap. If the final lap is 

not completed, the driver will be credited with the number of full laps finished and the time for 

those laps. 

 

CLASSES 

A minimum of 7 cars will be required to make a class. 

 The following classes will be awarded Championship Points and will be offered at all events: 

 1/10th Novice  

 1/10th 2wd Modified Buggy 

 1/10th 4wd Modified Buggy 

 1/10th Modified Stadium Truck 

 1/10th Modified 2wd SC 

 1/10th Modified 4x4 SC 

 1/8 Electric Buggy 

 1/8th Nitro Buggy 

 1/8 Electric Truggy 

 1/8 Nitro Truggy 

 1/8th Sportsman Electric Buggy.  
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REGISTRATION & ENTRIES 

1. A method of pre-registration shall be made available online (WheretoRaceRC.com or 

RCsignup.com is recommended). 

2. Pre-registration fee pricing will be at the discretion of each track organization.  

3. There will be an additional $3.00 per entrant which will fund season championship awards. 

4. If a track organization chooses to use a pre-registration for an event, the cut-off date would be 2 

Friday’s preceding the event’s Friday’s practice day. 

(a) All entries received after the Pre-Entry deadline will be considered Post-Entries and may not be 

eligible for the pre-entry discount. 

(b) Post-Entries shall be required to pay standard race fee structure plus an additional $5.00 for all 

entries. 

5.   In the event that a class is not run at the first 2 events, due to a lack of entries, that particular 

class will be dropped from the series driver’s championship for the remainder of the year. 

6.  In the event that a class is not run at 1 event, series awards will awarded on the highest point 

totals for 3 out of 4 events. 

7. Minimum of 7 drivers starting an A-Main constitutes a class. 

PRACTICE 

1. A single day of practice sessions shall be provided on the Friday directly preceding the qualifying 

day. 

2. A session shall be defined as; A period of time that is available for a driver to practice the layout 

in which only cars of a similar scale are on the track. 

3. Practice sessions should attempt to give at least 10 min of track time.  

4. Sessions will be broken into SMALL and LARGE scale. All 1/10 vehicles (excluding 4x4 SC) will run 

in SMALL scale. All 1/8 and including 1/10 4x4 SC will run in LARGE scale 

5. It is highly recommended that this practice day end no later than 9pm. 
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QUALIFYING 

1. Qualifying for these events shall be held on Saturday, with 3 rounds (weather permitting) and 

shall be scheduled to finish by 9:00pm or dusk. 

2. The format shall be 6 minute IFMAR Qualifiers utilizing the Qual-Points system (best 2 of 3 

rounds) for all 1/10 Scale and all 1/8 scale classes. 

3. A resort shall take place between Rounds 1 and 2 AND Rounds 2 and 3. 

4. After the resort the highest point qualifiers (per class) will run first, progressing through the 

class finishing up with the lowest point qualifiers (per class) qualifying last. Resort will be based 

off of single lowest qualifying point. 

5. The qualifying format shall be all 1/10 classes at the start of the qualifying day and all 1/8 

classes after the conclusion of one complete round of 1/10 classes 

6. While the order in which classes are ran is up to the host facility to decide, it is highly 

recommended that the RD take care to create a day that will provide entrants sufficient 

preparation time between heats/rounds. 

7. First level ties will be broken by the sum of the laps/time results of the tied drivers’ best two 

points’ rounds. Thereafter if ties still exist, these will be broken by the best single laps/time 

result for each driver, regardless of the round in which it was recorded. 

8.  In cases where only two rounds of Qualifying could be completed, the final qualifying order is 

based on the single best points, with points from the second best round being used as the first 

level tie breaker, and the total laps/time for the two rounds being used as the second level tie 

breaker. 
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MAINS 

1. All Mains for an event shall be held on Sunday, first main start time of 8:00am and scheduled to 

finish by 5:00pm. 

2. The format of the Mains shall be: 

 ELECTRIC CLASSES: 

 6 Min 1/10 AAA-Mains 

 10 Min 1/8 AAA Mains 

 6 Min Single Lower Mains 1/10 

 7 Min Single lower Mains 1/8 

 2 bump-ups per Main 

NITRO CLASSES: 

 30-Min A-Mains 

 20-Min B-Mains 

 10 Min Lower Mains 

 2-Bump ups per Main 

 

3. All competitors must start their main event with the car they qualified with or face penalty of 1 

lap and starting on rear of grid. 

4. It is illegal to change cars/trucks during a heat or main event. 

5. The tie breaker for Triple A-Mains will be the total laps and times of the best two (2) Mains 

which were counted towards the final position. 

SHORTENING OF MAINS 

Mains shall not be shortened unless the following has occurred: 

1. No cars are on the track. 

2. With the time remaining in the race no positions can change. 

3. In the event the timing and scoring computer fails at any point beyond the halfway point of a 30 

or 15 min nitro main, or 2/3 of an electric main (4 min of a 6 min, 7 min of a 10 min) all positions 

at the time of failure shall be used as the final results for that main event. 
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 TIMING AND SCORING FAILURE 

1. In the event the timing and scoring computer fails before the halfway point of a 30 or15min 

Nitro Main or 2/3 of an electric main, the main will be restarted with half of the mains original 

length to be run, regardless of the point at which the failure occurred. 

2. Only cars running or fueling in the pits at the time of the failure will be allowed to start the 

restart. 

3. Any broken vehicles at the time of failure shall not be allowed to run the restart and will be 

scored in order after the vehicles that finish the restart. 

4. A False Start called within the first 2 laps of a main is NOT a Timing and Scoring Failure. 

5. If timing and scoring transponder fails during a heat or main event the Race Director is not 

responsible for lost or missed laps or the resulting position at which said driver will be credited 

with. Race Directors may make effort to make a correction for laps if the mistake is quantifiable 

and a change can be made without controversy. 

6.  The use of personal transponders is required. 

7. Only novice class may use a house transponder if supplied/ allowed by host track. 

 

RAIN-OUTS 

In the event of a rain out of: 

1. The entire weekend: we will try to reschedule the event at a later date with the host. 

2. All of Sundays Mains: Qualifying shall be used to determine finishing positions and series points. 

3. All of Saturdays qualifying: The most current point standings shall be used to determine grid 

positions for the mains. 

4. 2 rounds of Qualifying: 1 round of Qualifying shall be used to determine grid positions (Rocket 

Round). 

 TURN MARSHALLING 

It is required that all entrants turn marshal (or provide a replacement turn marshal) in the heat 

directly after: 

1. Their assigned controlled practice heat (whether they have driven or not) 

2. Their assigned qualifying heat (whether they have driven or not) 

3. Their assigned race heat (whether they have driven or not) 

4. Turn Marshals should NOT work on cars while marshalling if it is to lessen the ability of the 

marshal to support the vehicles still running on the track. 
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DRIVERS CHAMPIONSHIP 

1. The Driver Championships will be awarded per class; based on high point totals over 5 Rounds 

with 1 throw-out (4 best); using the Driver Championship points system outlined below. 

 *note: nitro will be running 5 rounds for 2018 

2. Driver Championship points system: 

Position  Qualifying  Mains 

            1        1   100 

            2                    0                        99 

            3                    0                       98 etc.    (-1 point per each position through 0 points) 

Top Qualifiers (TQ) shall be awarded 1 point for the event in addition to the points awarded for their 

finishing position. 

3. Year end Drivers Championship awards will be provided at the conclusion of the season. 

4. Drivers Championship awards will be awarded to the top 3 or 5 finishers per class who score 

points in a minimum of 3 rounds of the series. 

5. The tie breaker for the Drivers Championship shall be determined in the following order: 

1) Wins; the driver with the most wins will be placed higher. 

2)  TQ s; the driver with the most TQ s will be placed higher. 

3)  Next highest finishing position in a round used for competitors point total. 

 

CLASS RULES 

 Novice: 

The novice class is for entry-level drivers that are new to RC racing. If racers are consistently running lap 

times equal to a regular class, the race director has the choice to move them up.  

Novice racers will only race the novice class. Any novice WORS series champion can not return to the 

novice class. We will be adding the option for a 2nd (non points) novice heat per qualifying round  to 

allow for more track time, host club will decide. 

 

• Chassis: Any 1/10th scale electric off-road vehicle. 
• Motor: Any 540 size 1/10th scale motor. 
• Batteries: 7.4V 2s hard case Li-Po battery or 6 cell NIMH.  
• Tires: Any tires are allowed. 
• Bodies: Any body style is allowed. 
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1/10th Scale Classes:  
 
1/10 2-wd buggy 
1/10 4-wd buggy 
1/10 2-wd stadium truck 
1/10 2-wd short course 
1/10 4-wd short course 
 
• Chassis: 1/10 scale electric only.  
• Motor: Any 540 size brushless motor, exception is 550 size motor for SC 4x4.  
• Batteries: Maximum 7.4V 2s hard case Li-Po battery. 
• Tires: Any tire allowed but must be intended for the specific class.     (e.g. No 1/8 wheels on 
SC4x4)  
• Bodies: Must be intended for the specific class. No custom built bodies.  
 
 
 
1/8th Scale Electric Classes: 
 
1/8 buggy 
1/8 truggy 
1/8 Sportsman buggy 
1/8 Sportsman buggy racers can not race any of the other 1/8 scale classes. If racers are consistently 
running lap times equal to the E Buggy class, the race director has the choice to move them up. 1/8 
Sportsman buggy WORS series champion can not return to the Sportsman buggy class.  
 
 
• Chassis: Any 1/8th off-road 4-wheel drive buggy/ Truggy chassis. 
• Motor: Any 1/8th scale electric motor is allowed. 
• Batteries/Motors: Maximum 4 cell hard case Li-Po battery. 
• Tires: Any tire allowed but must be intended for the specific class.                                
• Bodies: Must be intended for the specific class. No custom built bodies.  
  
 
1/8 Scale Nitro Classes: 
 
1/8 buggy 
1/8 truggy 
 
• Chassis: Any 1/8th off-road 4-wheel drive buggy/ Truggy chassis. 
• Engine: Max. .21 for buggy/ Max. .28 for truggy 
• Tires: Any tire allowed but must be intended for the specific class.                                
• Bodies: Must be intended for the specific class. No custom built bodies 

  There must be a throttle return spring/rubber band installed on the carb at all times.  
 


